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Reproducible research has been defined in the scientific community as published scientific work that can be recreated using code and data made available by the authors:

- Creating reproducible research requires authors to carefully document approaches used to process, manage, analyze, and visualize data.
- It also requires authors to have a foundational understanding of the uncertainty that underlies the statistical model they use to describe their data.
Principles of Reproducible Research – A Brief History

- **Roots of reproducible research can be traced to the concept of literate programming heralded by Donald Knuth**

- **Concept operationalized in 2002 by Friederic Leisch with introduction of Sweave, a program that allows the user to weave together R code and natural language descriptions**

- **Importance of reproducibility discussed in vast array of fields, from econometrics, epidemiology and biostatistics, bioinformatics, and engineering**
Some journals are coming around...

Data Access for the Open Access Literature: PLOS’s Data Policy

Posted on December 12, 2013 by Theo Bloom

Data are any and all of the digital materials that are collected and analyzed in the pursuit of scientific advances. In line with Open Access to research articles themselves, PLOS strongly believes that to best foster scientific progress, the underlying data should be made freely available for researchers to use, wherever this is legal and ethical. Data availability allows replication, reanalysis, new analysis, interpretation, or inclusion into meta-analyses, and facilitates reproducibility of research, all providing a better ‘bang for the buck’ out of scientific research, much of which is funded from public or nonprofit sources. Ultimately, all of these considerations aside, our viewpoint is quite simple: ensuring access to the underlying data should be an intrinsic part of the scientific publishing process.
Reproducible research and Biostatistics

1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

The replication of scientific findings using independent investigators, methods, data, equipment, and protocols has long been, and will continue to be, the standard by which scientific claims are evaluated. However, in many fields of study there are examples of scientific investigations that cannot be fully replicated because of a lack of time or resources. In such a situation, there is a need for a minimum standard that can fill the void between full replication and nothing. One candidate for this minimum standard is "reproducible research", which requires that data sets and computer code be made available to others for verifying published results and conducting alternative analyses.

The need for publishing reproducible research is increasing for a number of reasons. Investigators are more frequently examining weak associations and complex interactions for which the data contain a low signal-to-noise ratio. New technologies allow scientists in all areas to compile complex high-dimensional databases. The ubiquity of powerful statistical and computing capabilities allows investigators to explore those databases and identify associations of potential interest. However, with the increase in data and computing power comes a greater potential for identifying spurious associations. In addition to these developments, recent reports of
Making your research reproducible

General purpose reproducible research tools

- Version control (e.g. git, subversion)
- Code in the cloud (e.g. GitHub.com, BitBucket.com)
- Data in the cloud (e.g. GoogleDrive, Harvard Dataverse Network, GenBank, Dryad, FigShare)
- make: a convenient command line tool for stitching together large, multi-stage analyses

Reproducible research tools for R

- R/RStudio
- Dynamic documents: knitr, RMarkdown, Sweave
- Package management/version control: packrat
Version control systems

Version control systems maintain a database on your computer that allows you to log all changes to text-based files.

Common VCS

- git
- subversion (svn)
- mercurial
- ...
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Version control and reproducibility

Why version control?

- allows you to roll back to previous versions easily
- allows you to try things out without disrupting working code
- allows you to flag outputs (e.g. analyses, reports) as being generated by certain versions of code
- if in the cloud, everything is backed up!
Version control systems

![Diagram of version control system](image)

Version control systems (git flavored)

Version control systems

Version control systems (git/GitHub flavored)

**Computer A**
- Checked out file
  - Version 3
  - Version 2
  - Version 1

**Computer B**
- Checked out file
  - Version 3
  - Version 2
  - Version 1

**Central server**
- **GitHub repository**
  - Version 3
  - Version 2
  - Version 1

Lots of (mostly free) options for cloud-based version controlling

Most services host multiple types of VCS

- sourceforge.net
- github.com
- bitbucket.org
- springloops.io
- ... [what have you used?]
git is a dialect

Key command-line operations

- `git init`: initializes a repository locally
- `git clone`: clones a repository from a remote source (i.e. GitHub.com)
- `git branch`: creates a new “branch” of code
- `git add`, `git rm`: manipulating files
- `git commit`: commits changes you have made
Using git with RStudio

Demo...

▶ clone the nickreich/statComp2014 repository from GitHub
▶ simple commit/push/pull examples